
elections which were to be held on the basis of adult
suffrage; and 
(2) To split and sabotage the growing mass movement.
As for the mass movement, the national struggle up-

surge of 1946-47 had subsided and a· new rise based on
the discontent of the masses was taking shape. It was no
doubt directed against the government, representing the 

urge of the masses wishing to see national independence
and democracy implemented in terms of national resur
gence and rising living standards. It. was neither united
nor had yet reached the consciousness of the demand of
replacing the government.

The slogan and the analysis of our 2nd Congress thesis 

and the tactics worked out on its basis had proved to be
at crass variance with the situation as it developed in the
next two years . The Party ranks and workers who tried to
work it out unitedly and at the cost of great sacrifice began
to see the contradiction and demanded change. The change
which June 1950 line offered soon proved to be equally in
sharp conflict with reality.

UNITY ON· TIIE BASIS OF 1951 PROGRAMME 

There was heated discussion and searching of hearts
throughout the Party. There was widespread restudy of
Lenin and Stalin on colonial revolution, of the works of
the Chinese Communist Party, of Comrade Mao Tse-tung
and Liu Shao-chi; of the reports of the two Soviet oriental
academicians' meetings in 1949 and 1950. Besides, there 

was also the confusion and revolt in the ranks caused bv

the leadership trying to push through wrong political lin�
through organisational methods. Finally, the leadership
after a sustained effort of collective discussion, in which
international communist circles were also drawn, produced
in May 1951 a Programme and a policy document which
unified the Party for the time being.
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STRUGGLE AND SEARCH FOR INDIA'S PATH TO
NATIONAL REGENERATION AND SOCIALISM

(1953-1961) 

BASIC CLASS ALLIANCE AND THE SLOGAN OF POWER IN 

THE NATIONAL DEMOCRATIC REVOLUTION 

Why was this Programme of 1951, and the Policy State
ment which accompanied it, able to unify our r�nks for
the time being and to set us on the road of collec�ive mass

cl Partv work which enabled us to correct the mistakes of
::e Prog�amme itself and advance further? . eAt the same time, despite the advance we m�de i� � 

··od from Madurai (1953) to Amritsar (1958) m arnvmgp
;

n 

more and more correct understanding of the pro
:ra:matic and policy issues of the present s�age of our

1 t. why did our differences on these issues eruptrevo u 10n, .. cl 1 . ? vVh in a sharp form once again at V11ayawada an ater. y
. , not able to use the generalisations of the 1960weie we d 'b'l't' fMoscow Statement about the new path an possi i i ies o 

development which open up for the newly-independent 

t . ·n the context of the new epoch and the newcoun nes l 
. . 

. 1· f .. th purnosestage of the general cns1s of capita ism, OI e .r 

of solving our differences? 
The author has given his answer in terms o� his p�t

formula (of simultaneous and equal struggle agamst rev1-
. . m and dogmatism) to which we have referred tos10�1s 

cl agai·n The author savs, we (i.e. the majority) agam an · , th p frepresent the successive corrections made by e arty o 
the wrong understanding of the 1�51 _Programm� as a one-
·a d strugcrle against Left-sectanamsm. That is why he 

si e b H ts we arethinks we fall into revisionist errors . e sugges ' 
persisting in the non-class approach of June 1947 reso-
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